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Hayabusa is a series of DOA fighting games produced by Team Ninja. Players
fight using four different weapons with the aim of defeating their opponent using
basic punching and kicking moves and without using any lethal weapons. The
series focuses on characters who have some sort of relation with "the best
swordsman in the history of Kanto". Characters Julius - A man from The Industrial
Revolution's time. Does not fight with Hayabusa directly. He has too much of a
consideration for his old age. Kojiro - The grand-son of Hayabusa's best friend,
Katana and an inventor. Sometimes at odds with Hayabusa. Katana - A female
swordsman from The Industrial Revolution's time. She is the grandmother of
Kojiro and first "nemesis" of Hayabusa. Firedrake - An announcer who has to be
accompanied by Hayabusa to be able to say his sentences, along with a pair of
high-tech boots that Hayabusa puts on. A total of thirteen characters are
available in this costume, including characters from the "return to Japan" group
that weren't available in the previous game. Dress Up Instructions: The costume
for Hayabusa has 5 articles: - Balm, torn mask, and gloves - A suit, with a wide
jacket and a mask - A belt and mask helmet - The Endoscope and a utility belt - A
pair of high-tech boots Working with Hayabusa in the game, you will be able to
perform the following actions: - Use his Mask - Pick up and throw things - Throw
his Bladed Katana - Throw his pistol - Use his grapple hook - Perform throwing and
jump attacks - Perform charging and punching attacks - Perform focus and high-
kick attacks - Throw his miniguns and knives in the air - Use his special
movement techniques The mask can be used after Hayabusa is dressed, but it
can only be used to change Hayabusa's equipment's, which we will discuss in the
introduction. Also, make sure you equip Hayabusa with the proper equipment and
the correct amount of weapons before you leave for the battle. If you need to
equip him, be sure to equip the mask first, because it will not be openable
without the rest of the costume. Source:[GG] Hayabusa Vol.1 - costume] [Special
Features] 1. [Character
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Wick Features Key:
Explore secret »Eldrich Von Croyρ’s country estate, and embark on an adventure through the
heart of an “other world”
Enjoy the freedom of free roaming through uniquely hand-painted backgrounds
Embark on a treacherous adventure in the Kingdom of Ealing Horror, beyond the known map
boundaries
Expeditious resolution of Town phases, with the Ealing Horror “planet” settling an immediate turn
Explore the necromancer’s gloomy mansion, all the way to the skulking crypt, and then beyond
Discover a selection of challenging miniatures to defeat while in the domain of Ealing Horror!
Very flavorful, with additional recolored Spoils miniatures, for use on Dreadmoor
The token pack, which was first published two years ago.

About the Developer

My gaming group (Darkwoulfe) has been producing content for Fantasy Grounds for over two years now.
www.deviantart.com/Darkwoulfe

New About the Developer.

Darkwoulfe made an announcement via their Twitter account.

To celebrate these 20th anniversary of the release of Dreadmoor, Darkwoulfe will be a part of the dark
side and publish a new token pack for a few days. All development progress and group works will be
added to Darkwoulfe Patreon page.

Links:

Join Darkwoulfe's patreon.

Explore the Necromancer's domain:
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